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Abstract.— Rapid evolutionary radiations are difficult to resolve because divergence1
events are nearly synchronous and gene flow among nascent species can be high,2
resulting in a phylogenetic “bush”. Large datasets composed of sequence loci from3
across the genome can potentially help resolve some of these difficult phylogenetic4
problems. A suitable test case is the Liolaemus fitzingerii species group of lizards,5
which includes twelve species that are broadly distributed in Argentinean Patagonia.6
The species in the group have had a complex evolutionary history that has led to high7
morphological variation and unstable taxonomy. We generated a sequence capture8
dataset for 28 ingroup individuals of 580 nuclear loci, alongside a mitogenomic dataset,9
to infer phylogenetic relationships among species in this group. Relationships among10
species were generally weakly supported with the nuclear data, and along with an11
inferred age of ∼2.6 million years old, indicate either rapid evolution, hybridization,12
incomplete lineage sorting, non-informative data, or a combination thereof. We inferred13
a signal of mito-nuclear discordance, indicating potential hybridization between L.14
melanops and L. martorii, and phylogenetic network analyses provided support for 515
reticulation events among species. Phasing the nuclear loci did not provide additional16
insight into relationships or suspected patterns of hybridization. Only one clade,17
composed of L. camarones, L. fitzingerii, and L. xanthovirids was recovered across all18
analyses. Genomic datasets provide molecular systematists with new opportunities to19
resolve difficult phylogenetic problems, yet the lack of phylogenetic resolution in20
Patagonian Liolaemus is biologically meaningful and indicative of a recent and rapid21
evolutionary radiation. The phylogenetic relationships of the Liolaemus fitzingerii group22
may be best be modeled as a reticulated network instead of a bifurcating phylogeny.23
(Keywords: sequence capture, ultraconserved elements, coalescent, population,24
hybridization, Patagonia)25
  
1.0 Introduction26
Evolutionary radiations occur when one ancestral population diversifies into a variety of27
forms, typically over relatively short timescales, due to ecological opportunity or to28
evolutionary innovations (Schluter 2000; Glor 2010). However, non-adaptive radiations29
also occur, and these are also “evolutionary radiations”. Rapid radiations are difficult30
to resolve because they are often characterized by incomplete lineage sorting (ILS),31
introgression, and few fixed differences between species (e.g., short internodes; Rokas32
and Carroll 2006, Patel et al. 2013). Resolving interspecific relationships in rapid33
radiations is important for accurate taxonomy, biogeography, trait evolution, and34
diversification studies.35
Genomic scale datasets have become common for trying to resolve difficult36
phylogenetic problems because of reduced sequencing costs and recent developments in37
genome sequencing techniques (e.g. Baird et al. 2008; Faircloth et al. 2012; Lemmon38
et al. 2012; Peterson et al. 2012; Leache´ et al. 2016). In addition to containing a large39
quantity of data for reconstructing phylogenies, genomic datasets also provide hundreds40
or thousands of independent estimates of the coalescent history across the genome, and41
therefore a better understanding of a group’s evolutionary history. A common goal42
when trying to resolve rapid radiations is to collect and analyze more data (Rokas and43
Carroll 2006). However, more data will not help resolve “hard” polytomies, which result44
from near simultaneous divergence of many species; by definition, these cannot be45
resolved. Hard polytomies often characterize rapidly diversifying groups and can give46
the appearance of a bush rather than a tree. In contrast, “soft” polytomies are the47
result of analytical artifacts; these can be solved with the addition of more data or taxa,48
though this is not always successful (Maddison 1989; Olave et al. 2015). It is difficult to49
distinguish between hard and soft polytomies in rapid radiations because of the50
stochastic coalescent processes (e.g., incomplete lineage sorting) that cause a high51
degree of gene tree heterogeneity. In such cases, genomic datasets may not be able to52
resolve species-level relationships.53
Sequence capture is a genomic data collection technique that targets specific54
  
regions from across the genome, from tens to thousands of loci (McCormack et al.55
2013). Because particular genomic regions are targeted, often something is known about56
the function or rate of evolution of those regions. Because the ability to sequence has57
proceeded faster than the ability to analyze large datasets, researchers are often faced58
with the challenge of finding an appropriate method for estimating a phylogeny from59
phylogenomic data. One common approach is to concatenate all loci together and60
analyze them together as one “supergene”. However, simulation work has shown that61
concatenation can fail under certain circumstances and that it will provide increasing62
support for the wrong tree as more loci are added (Kubatko and Degnan 2007). Under63
certain demographic scenarios (e.g., population sizes and divergence times), the64
evolutionary history of some species is expected to be in the “anomaly zone”, an area of65
tree space where the majority of gene tree topologies will not match the true species tree66
topology (e.g., Linkem et al. 2016). Multi-species coalescent methods attempt to model67
the independent coalescent histories among different loci, and therefore offer a more68
reliable alternative to concatenation (Yang and Rannala 2012; Edwards et al. 2016).69
The impact of hybridization on species-level phylogenetic relationships under the70
multi-species coalescent model is in need of further exploration (but see Zhang et al.71
2011, Leache´ et al. 2013). Hybridization is common in nature with approximately 10%72
and 25% of animal and plant species known to hybridize, respectively (Mallet 2005).73
Whereas hybridization is often found to occur in limited geographic areas termed74
“contact” or “hybrid” zones (e.g. Barton and Hewitt 1985), hybridization is sometimes75
detected across broad areas of sympatry (e.g Martin et al. 2013). Nonetheless, it is76
difficult to document hybridization in remote geographic regions where the natural77
history of species is often understudied. Interspecific gene flow (e.g., hybridization) can78
result in the inferred phylogeny not matching the “true” phylogeny, but also distorts79
estimates of divergence times and population sizes (Leache´ et al. 2013).80
The genus Liolaemus (Squamata: Iguania: Liolaemidae) contains 250+ species81
distributed broadly across South America, and hybridization has been documented82
across several species including the L. fitzingerii species group (Morando et al. 2004;83
  
Olave et al. 2011, 2017). The L. fitzingerii group is broadly distributed in coastal and84
Patagonian shrub-steppe habitats in central-southern Argentina (Fig. 1). This group is85
morphologically diverse, which has been the basis for many of the described species (e.g.86
Abdala et al. 2012b,a). Species range in maximum size (snout-vent length [SVL]) from87
74.2 (L. goetschi) to 110mm (L. fitzingerii) (Abdala et al. 2012b,a), with sexual88
dichromatism absent in some species and evident in others. Unpublished morphological89
and molecular analyses have identified putative contact zones where individuals display90
intermediate patterning between parental species and mixing of mitochondrial parental91
haplotypes, both of which indicate localized hybridization.92
Taxonomy of the L. fitzingerii group has been muddled since the 19th century93
when Charles Darwin incorrectly labeled the L. fitzingerii holotype as collected in94
“Chile”, when in fact he collected this specimen in Puerto Deseado, Santa Cruz95
Province, Argentina (Cei 1980; Morando et al. 2004; Abdala 2007). Currently, twelve96
species are recognized in the L. fitzingerii group (Avila et al. 2006, 2008, 2010): five in97
the fitzingerii complex (L. camarones, L. chehuachekenk, L. fitzingerii, L. shehuen, and98
L. xanthoviridis), and 7 in the melanops complex (L. casamiquelai, L. dumerili, L.99
goetschi, L. martorii, L. melanops, L. morenoi, and L. purul). A fossil-calibrated100
analysis by Fontanella et al. (2012) determined the age of the L. fitzingerii species101
crown group to be 4.67 million years old. In slight contrast, unpublished analyses using102
a mutation rate of 0.019355 substitutions per site per million years calculated for the103
cytochrome B gene by (Olave et al. 2015) infer that the age of the L. fitzingerii group104
at ∼2.6 million years old. A phylogeographic study performed by Avila et al. (2006) of105
the L. fitzingerii group recovered support for multiple range expansions, long-distance106
colonization events, secondary contact between described species in this group (L.107
xanthoviridis and L. fitzingerii), and species-level paraphyly within the larger L.108
melanops clade. Taken together, this information suggests a complex evolutionary109
history of range expansions, secondary contact, and possible hybridization, all of which110
occurred recently. To date, the L. fitzingerii group has not been the focus of an111
in-depth molecular-based phylogenetic study (but Olave et al. 2015 included112
  
representatives of all species in the L. fitzingerii group in a sub-genus wide study).113
In this study, we infer evolutionary relationships among species in the L.114
fitzingerii species group using a sequence capture dataset containing 585 loci and115
mitogenomic DNA. We sought to infer phylogenetic relationships to properly116
understand the evolutionary relationships among described species and candidate taxa117
in this group. To examine the impact of including putative hybrids on phylogenetic118
inference, we ran analyses with and without suspected hybrids. We analyze the data119
with multi-species coalescent approaches that account for ILS (e.g., BP&P [Yang 2015],120
SVDquartets [Chifman and Kubatko 2014]) in addition to a network approach that121
considers reticulate evolution (Than et al. 2008) to infer the evolutionary history of this122
group. Our results indicate that the L. fitzingerii species group evolved recently and123
then radiated rapidly. Furthermore, the inclusion of suspected hybrids did not affect the124
estimation of phylogenetic relationships.125
2.0 Materials and Methods126
2.1 Sampling127
We performed sequence capture on all twelve species in the L. fitzingerii group128
(mentioned above) in addition to five individuals representing candidate species based129
on evidence for their potential status as distinct species (referred to as Liolaemus 16 –130
19 and L. sp. Cona Niyeu; Olave et al. 2014), for a total of 28 ingroup individuals (1-4131
individuals per species); sequence data from four ingroup samples were taken from a132
separate Liolaemus-wide phylogenetic study (Leache´ et al., in prep.; Supplemental133
Table S1). Most individuals were assigned to species by geography (i.e., selecting134
individuals near type localities; Fig. 1). However, individuals collected further from135
type localities were assigned to species based on morphology. An additional five136
individuals were included because a study by Olave et al. (2014) provided evidence for137
their potential status as distinct species (referred to as Liolaemus 16 – 19 and L. sp.138
Cona Niyeu). Three geographically widespread species were represented by multiple139
  
individuals (L. fitzingerii, L. melanops, and L. xanthoviridis), whereas all other lineages140
were represented by a single individual (Fig. 1; Supplemental Table S1). Four putative141
hybrid individuals were identified based on prior unpublished mtDNA and142
morphological analyses (L. martorii S, L. melanops C, S1, and S2; Fig. 1), and we143
performed all multi-species coalescent analyses with and without these suspected144
hybrids to examine how their inclusion affected results. All specimens were collected by145
hand in accordance with provincial permits from the Direccio´n de Fauna y Flora146
Slivestre and have been deposited into the LJAMM-CNP herpetology collection in the147
Centro Patago´nico Nacional (IPEEC-CONICET), Puerto Madryn, Chubut, Argentina.148
Sequence data four other Liolaemus species (L. bibronii, L. boulengeri, L. kingii, and L.149
rothi) were used from Leache´ et al. (in prep.) as outgroups for phylogenetic analyses150
(Supplemental Table S1). Sequence data from a single individual of Liolaemus purul151
were also included from Leache´ et al. (in prep.) to test whether the placement of this152
recently described species in the L. fitzingerii species group based on morphological153
data (Abdala et al. 2012b) is also supported by the molecular phylogeny.154
2.2 Sequence Capture Laboratory Protocol155
We performed targeted sequence capture with a set of RNA probes specifically156
designed for Iguanian lizards (Leache´ et al. 2015). We targeted 585 nuclear loci with a157
probe set that consisted of 1,170 RNA probes. Of the 585 targeted loci, 541 were from158
the Tetrapods-UCE-5Kv1 set (www.ultraconserved.org) and the remaining 44 were159
developed to capture loci from the Squamate Assembling the Tree of Life project160
(Wiens et al. 2012).161
Genomic DNA was extracted from tissue (tail tips, liver) with either a Qiagen162
DNeasy blood and tissue extraction kit (Qiagen Inc., CA, USA) or NaCl extraction163
method (MacManes 2013). We used a Qubit fluorometer (Life Technologies, Carlsbad,164
CA) to measure DNA concentration of extracted samples and standardized to 400ng165
(nanograms) per sample. Genomic DNA was sheared to a target peak size of 400bp166
with a Bioruptor Pico (Diagenode Inc., Danville, NJ, USA). Library sequence167
  
preparation was done with an Illumina TruSeq Nano kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA), and168
all cleanups in between steps were done with Ampure XP beads (Beckman Coulter Life169
Sciences, Indianapolis, IN). We first hybridized genomic DNA to the RNA probes, with170
a mixture of blocking probes consisting of TruSeq Nano forward and reverse171
complements, and then used chicken (Chicken Hybloc, Applied Genetics Lab Inc.,172
Melbourne, FL) and salmon blockers to reduce the binding of repetitive DNA173
sequences; hybridization of RNA probes to genomic DNA lasted for 24 hours at 65◦C.174
Following hybridization, libraries were enriched through 20 PCR cycles with TruSeq175
adapter primers and Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Taq polymerase (New England176
Biolabs Inc., Ipswich, MA). We quantified final libraries through quantitative PCR177
(qPCR) on an Applied Biosystems Step One Plus thermocycler (Applied Biosystems178
Inc., Foster City, CA) with probes that targeted five loci that are located on different179
chromosomes in the Anolis carolinensis genome. Final libraries were also quantified180
with an Agilent Tapestation 2200 (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA). All samples181
were pooled in equimolar ratios (based on qPCR results) and combined with 24 samples182
from other projects (a total of 48 individuals). Sequencing was performed on a single183
Illumina HiSeq 2500 lane (250bp paired-end, “Rapid run” mode) at the Vincent J.184
Coates QB3 Sequencing facility at UC Berkeley.185
2.3 Bioinformatics and Dataset Assembly186
We assembled a nuclear dataset consisting of phased alleles where each187
individual was represented by two alleles/haplotypes per locus. This dataset was188
assembled with a custom python pipeline (developed by Sonal Singhal, available at189
https://github.com/singhal/SqCL). We used Illumiprocessor and Trimmomatic (v0.36;190
Bolger et al. 2014) to remove adapters and barcodes, de-multiplex individuals, and191
remove low quality raw sequence reads (raw data stats can be found in Supplemental192
Table S1); clean reads were merged with PEAR (v0.9.10; Zhang et al. 2014). Reads193
were then assembled into contigs, per individual, in Trinity (v2.2.0; Grabherr et al.194
2011). We then retained the assembled contigs that matched the 1170 probes (585 loci)195
  
with BLAT (v36; Kent 2002). Next, we assembled pseudo-reference genomes (PRGs) for196
each species to be used in variant calling. If an individual’s assignment to a species was197
ambiguous, we assigned that individual to its own “species”. We then aligned the raw198
reads (for each individual) back to these PRGs to determine allelic variants with BWA199
(v0.7.12; Li and Durbin 2009), samtools (v1.3.1; Li et al. 2009), and Picard (v2.4.1;200
http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/). GATK (v3.6; McKenna et al. 2010) was used201
to remove duplicates, identify SNPs and indels via standard hard filtering parameters202
and variant quality score recalibration according to best practices recommendations203
(Auwera et al. 2013). All bases, variant and invariant, were retained in the data matrix204
if they had ≥10x sequencing depth and a Phred quality score ≥20. SNPs were phased205
in relation to each other when paired reads spanned multiple variants, resulting in206
“blocks” of phased sequence that were hundreds of BPs long. With no good way to207
orient these phased blocks with respect to each other (e.g., long-range phasing), we208
oriented blocks randomly in relation to each other. Haplotypes were then combined by209
locus and then aligned in MAFFT (Katoh and Standley 2013). Resulting alignments210
were manually inspected one-by-one for poorly aligned ends and hand-edited as needed.211
Mitochondrial (“mt”) sequence data are often obtained as “by-catch”, given that212
mitochondrial genomes are not targeted during library preparation, during sequence213
capture dataset sequencing. We used a pipeline developed by Alexander et al. (2017)214
and freely available on github215
(https://github.com/laninsky/Pulling-out-mitogenomes-from-UCE-data/) to assemble216
whole mitochondrial genomes for the individuals sequenced in this study. Briefly, we217
used NCBI BLAST (Altschul et al. 1990) and the mitochondrial genome of Liolaemus218
chehuachekenk (assembled into a single contig during de novo assembly and verified in219
NCBI BLAST) to serve as a reference library. We then performed a BLAST search of220
the Trinity contigs from each individual against the reference L. chehuachekenk genome221
at 75% similarity. The program seqtk (https://github.com/lh3/seqtk) was then used to222
extract the FASTA sequences of the contigs that matched the reference mt genome. A223
“sample-specific” mt genome was then generated for each individual, and contigs from224
  
each individual were then searched against its own reference mt genome at 95%225
similarity to find any contigs we may have missed during the first search. We ran these226
last two steps iteratively (creating a sample-specific reference and BLASTing contigs to227
it) until no new contigs were found matching the reference genome. At that point, we228
used Geneious v10 (Biomatters; Auckland, New Zealand) to align these contigs to the229
reference L. chehuachekenk mt genome.230
2.4 Phylogenetic Analyses231
2.4.1 Multi-Species Coalescent Tree.— We inferred the species tree under the232
multi-species coalescent model (Rannala and Yang 2003; Yang and Rannala 2010) in233
the program BP&P v3.3 (Yang 2015). This Bayesian method does not account for gene234
flow and assumes gene tree discordance is due to ILS when estimating the species tree235
from sequence data. Individuals (and alleles) must be assigned to species before236
analysis, and we did so based on expert identification and the current taxonomy.237
Putative hybrids were conservatively identified (e.g., any suspected as hybrids based on238
previous morphological and mtDNA data), and assigned to their own lineage. Gene flow239
is a clear violation of the assumptions of many phylogenetic inference programs, so we240
ran two sets of analyses: one set including putative hybrids assigned to their own241
lineage, and the second set with putative hybrid individuals removed.242
Two parameters must be specified by the user with priors in BP&P – θ and τ –243
which correspond to population sizes and divergence times, respectively. Note that to244
estimate θ, a minimum of two sequences per “species” is needed. We specified two245
different combinations of θ and τ priors to ensure results were stable, and conducted246
four replicates of each analysis. One set of analyses used a gamma prior G(5, 1000) on247
θ, giving a mean value of 5/1000 = 0.005, with a gamma prior G(5, 2000) on τ , or a248
mean of 0.0025. These priors were based on the average pairwise sequence distances249
that we calculated across 40 loci with the highest variation in our dataset (e.g., ∼1%250
sequence divergence within a locus). The second set used G(2, 200) for θ and G(2, 400)251
  
for τ , representing larger population sizes and longer time between population252
divergences. We ran species tree analyses on two datasets, both with and without253
suspected hybrids, with a burn-in of 25,000 generations and post burn-in of 100,000254
generations. Convergence was assessed by examining posterior estimates of θ, τ , and255
topological consistency across independent runs.256
2.4.2 SVDquartets.— A new class of multi-species coalescent-based species tree257
estimation algorithms was recently designed, which do not utilize summary statistics258
nor gene trees, but rather infers a topology based on 4-taxon relationships inferred259
through site patterns (e.g., SNPs; Chifman and Kubatko 2014, Chifman and Kubatko260
2015). The uncertainty in species-level relationships can then be quantified through261
non-parametric bootstrapping. This method is implemented in the program262
SVDquartets (through PAUP; Swofford 2003) and can be performed in seconds263
(inferring just the tree) or minutes (bootstrapping) on a standard desktop computer.264
Individuals/alleles were assigned to species as in the BP&P analyses. We inferred the265
species tree in SVDquartets with and without hybrids, evaluating all possible quartets266
with 100 bootstrap replicates to assess uncertainty in species-level relationships.267
2.4.3 Concatenation.— We concatenated all nuclear loci and inferred a tree for this268
“super matrix” in RAxML v8.2 (Stamatakis 2014) with the GTR + Γ DNA269
substitution model with 100 bootstrap iterations. For each individual, all “1” alleles270
were concatenated together across loci, as were the “2” alleles, resulting in two “super271
alleles” per individual in the concatenated tree. We do not know the phase of each272
allele with respect to the alleles at the other loci, so the concatenation of alleles across273
loci is arbitrary.274
2.4.4 Mitogenomic Tree.— We inferred the mitochondrial phylogeny from whole275
mitochondrial genomic alignments in BEAST v2.4.5 (Bouckaert et al. 2014).276
PartitionFinder2 (Lanfear et al. 2016) was used to determine the optimal partitioning277
scheme with a “greedy” search and BIC selection criterion. The analysis was run for 5 x278
107 generations, with a burn-in of 107 generations. Stationarity was assessed in Tracer279
  
v1.6 (Rambaut A and AJ 2014), where all parameters had effective sample size (ESS)280
values >200.281
2.5 Testing for Hybridization282
We used four methods to test for hybridization due to mito-nuclear discordance283
(see Results) and high morphological variation in restricted geographic areas. First, we284
used a network approach to infer the evolutionary history of this group with Phylonet285
(Than et al. 2008). This method requires gene trees for input, so we used jModelTest286
v2.1.7 (Guindon and Gascuel 2003; Darriba et al. 2012) on each alignment (including287
outgroup data) to infer the appropriate DNA substitution model based on the Bayesian288
Information Criterion. Gene trees were then inferred in RAxML v8.2 (Stamatakis 2014)289
with the top-ranking DNA substitution model and 100 bootstrap (BS) iterations for290
each locus, with sequence data for Liolaemus rothi rooting all gene trees. To mitigate291
alignment errors, we examined each gene tree for long branches and hand-checked292
dubious alignments. We also used these gene trees for detecting hybrids (see below). As293
in many “species tree” analysis programs, Phylonet requires that individuals must be294
assigned to species, so we based our assignments on current taxonomy and expert295
identification. Furthermore, the user specifies the number of reticulation events in the296
phylogeny to infer, which we explored for a range (0-5) of reticulation events. We were297
unable to explore >5 reticulation events because of exceeding computation wall time298
limits (40 days). Due to computational costs, we inferred each network under maximum299
pseudo-likelihood (MPL), with five replicates per analysis. We determined the300
best-fitting network through AIC model selection (Akaike 1998; Sullivan and Joyce301
2005), where the number of free parameters (k) was the sum of internal branches,302
including the number of reticulations (Y. Yu, pers. comm.).303
Secondly, we used a technique developed by Joly et al. (2015) that calculates304
genetic distances among individuals with SNPs. Using simulations, Joly et al. (2015)305
showed that these distances identify hybrids that are genetically intermediate between306
two parental species. The expectation is that a perfectly intermediate hybrid will have a307
  
genetic distance (“I ”) of 0.5, where I = DAX
(DAX+DBX )
; A and B are the parent species, X308
is the suspected hybrid, and DAX is the genetic distance between parent A and the309
hybrid. To generate a random distribution of I values with which to compare the310
suspected hybrids, we assigned random trios of individuals as parents and hybrid. This311
distribution will generate an expectation of the average distance among any three312
individuals, thus providing a background set of I values with which to compare the313
suspected hybrids. We then compared I values of the suspected hybrids (3 L. melanops314
and 1 L. martorii individual) to this background “null” distribution. Joly et al. (2015)315
showed Nei’s distance to be the most accurate at inferring hybrids, so we therefore316
calculated Nei’s distance to infer hybrid individuals.317
Third, we tested for putative hybrids through a discriminant analysis of principal318
components of genetic data in the R package Adegenet (Jombart et al. 2010; Jombart319
and Ahmed 2011). For this, we used all variable sites (12,651) and not just unlinked320
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Hybrid individuals should fall outside the321
cluster (in PCA-space) of their parental species (when multiple individuals per species322
are available), and more specifically, in between (in PCA-space) parental species.323
And finally, we used a qualitative approach via inspection of gene trees. With324
resolved and supported gene trees, putative hybrids can be identified based on distinct325
placement of their two alleles into divergent parental clades. We therefore searched all326
gene trees for divergent allelic placement of suspected hybrid individuals.327
3.0 Results328
3.1 Alignments329
Alignment summaries (created by scripts from Portik et al. 2016), including the330
number of taxa, alignment lengths, number and percent of informative sites, and331
percent of gaps and missing data, were generated for datasets both with and without332
outgroup data and can be found in Table 1 and Supplemental Figures S1-2. Sequence333
data were poor for the outgroups Liolaemus bibronii and L. kingii, in addition to the334
  
ingroup sample for L. canqueli, and therefore were not included in phylogenetic analyses335
(Supplemental Table S1). The final dataset therefore consisted of 27 ingroup individuals336
(including L. purul) and two outgroup individuals. We recovered 580 loci with > 75%337
taxon coverage per locus (Supplemental Table 1). On average, alignments are 510bp338
with 11.2 parsimony-informative sites per locus for the ingroup taxa (Fig. 2;339
Supplemental Fig. S2). The best-fit models of sequence evolution for each locus can be340
found in Supplemental Table S2.341
3.2 Multi-Species Coalescent Tree342
The monophyly of the L. fitzingerii species group is strongly supported with a343
posterior probability (pp) value of 1.0, with L. purul diverging first subsequent to344
outgroup taxa (Fig. 3; Supplemental Fig. S3). Nevertheless, relationships among345
species within this group are poorly supported. The τ prior had a noticeable impact on346
branch lengths, with shorter branches for trees estimated with larger prior mean values347
(Supplemental Fig. S3). However, inferred θ estimates were similar regardless of the348
prior values. One clade (xanthoviridis,(fitzingerii,camarones)) was consistently and349
strongly (pp≥0.95) recovered in both analyses. Also, L. goetschi and L. martorii are350
inferred as early diverging species with both datasets. Although placement for some351
taxa changed with the trees estimated with different priors (e.g., L. dumerili and L. sp.352
19), none of the topological differences were strongly supported. Relationships did not353
significantly change when putative hybrid taxa were removed (Supplemental Fig. S4).354
3.3 SVDquartets355
In general, the trees inferred with SVDquartets are similar to those from BP&P,356
in terms of both support and topology (Fig. 3), and no significant topological357
differences resulted from including putative hybrids (Supplemental Fig. S5).358
Relationships among most species were poorly supported, with the northern species L.359
goetschi, L. sp. 17, and L. martorii diverging early from other species, and the southern360
(xanthoviridis,(fitzingerii,camarones)) clade strongly supported with both datasets.361
  
3.4 Concatenation362
The length of all loci combined was 297,000bp. Liolaemus purul was inferred to363
be sister to all other L. fitzingerii group species (Supplemental Fig. S6). Both “1” and364
“2” alleles within each individual were strongly supported as sister to each other, with365
the exception of L. fitzingerii N and L. fitzingerii Isla Leones; alleles from these366
individuals formed weakly supported relationships (BS <70) inter-digitated with each367
other (Supplemental Fig. S6). Individuals from the widespread species L. melanops368
form a strongly supported clade (BS = 100). The recently described Liolaemus369
camarones (Abdala et al. 2012a) was recovered within L. fitzingerii, rendering the latter370
taxon paraphyletic. The inclusion of putative hybrid individuals did not change overall371
support values (results not shown), maintaining generally low BS values across the tree;372
generally, suspected hybrids formed clades with geographically proximate individuals373
(except L. martorii S sister to L. morenoi).374
3.5 mtDNA Phylogeny375
The percent of the entire mt genome sequenced ranged across individuals from376
38 to 89, or 6616 to 15379bp, with an average of 78% complete or 13,480bp377
(Supplemental Table S3). Seven partitions were selected, and their compositions and378
model choice can be found in Supplemental Table S4. Monophyly of the L. fitzingerii379
group is supported, with L. purul forming a clade with the outgroup taxa L. boulengeri380
and L. rothi. Within the L. fitzingerii species group, many relationships were supported381
with a posterior probability of 1.0, with only a single relationship receiving support382
>0.95 (Fig. 4; Supplemental Fig. S7). In general, clades were composed of383
geographically cohesive groups, with the exception of L. sp. 16 (sample #20) forming a384
clade with individuals much farther to the east. A clade of ((L. fitzingerii, L.385
camarones), L. xanthoviridis) was inferred with the mtDNA data, which matches the386
concatenated nDNA tree. However, some notable differences are evident between the387
mt- and nDNA concatenated phylogenies. First, L. camarones is sister to L. fitzingerii388
(based on a single L. camarones sample), vs. within L. fitzingerii as in the389
  
concatenated nDNA tree. Second, the monophyly of L. melanops is not supported in390
the mtDNA tree. Interestingly, the individuals that have highly different placement391
between the mt- and nDNA trees map to phylogeographic clade boundaries of the392
mtDNA tree (Fig. 4). Similarly, the southern L. martorii sample is placed with L.393
melanops individuals, distant in the tree from the northern L. martorii individual.394
3.6 Hybridization Detection395
Via AIC model selection, the best-fitting network model included five396
reticulation events (Table 2; Fig. 5). However, many internodes between species were397
very short. Although the (L. xanthoviridis, (L. fitzingerii, L. camarones)) clade was not398
recovered in this network, those taxa were related by genomic inheritance from inferred399
ghost lineages. Two other reticulation events were inferred between L. melanops and400
suspected hybrids of L. melanops and L. shehuen. The final reticulation was inferred401
between L. sp 17 and the common ancestor of a large clade of many L. fitzingerii group402
species.403
The background distribution of I calculations showed a somewhat bimodal404
distribution, with a large spike at ∼0.5 (Supplemental Fig. S8). The three suspected L.405
melanops hybrids had I values of 0.54 – 0.57, whereas the suspected L. martorii S406
hybrid had an I value of 0.38. Given that these values fall into the middle of the407
background distribution, this method did not detect hybrids with confidence.408
Adegenet analyses provided evidence that the suspected L. martorii hybrid (“L.409
martorii S”) is a hybrid. The specimen is inferred to be intermediate (in PCA-space)410
between its two suspected parental species (L. martorii and L. melanops ; Supplemental411
Fig. S9). The three individuals sampled from a suspected hybrid zone between L.412
melanops and L. shehuen fall outside the space that encompasses the genetic diversity413
of L. melanops (Supplemental Fig. S9). However, these individuals do not lie between414
their suspected parental species. We took a conservative approach and treated these415
individuals as hybrids and performed all analyses both with and without them to ensure416
the stability of the phylogenetic results (which they were).417
  
Regarding gene trees, the two most frequent models of DNA substitution were418
F81 and HKY85 (with or without I and/or Γ; Supplemental Tables S2). Resolution was419
low with very few well-supported clades within each gene tree, so we could not identify420
hybrids via placement of alleles in disparate clades.421
4.0 Discussion422
One might expect that morphologically divergent species would be genetically423
differentiated as well. However, in spite of the high level of morphological diversity seen424
in the Liolaemus fitzingerii group, this study showed that many of the relationships425
among species were poorly supported and that their history might best be modeled as a426
reticulated network. A comparison of n- and mtDNA phylogenies revealed strong427
discordance in terms of phylogenetic placement of certain individuals, and these428
individuals occur at phylogeographic clade boundaries (Fig. 4), suggesting introgression429
as the cause of this discordance (Funk and Omland 2003; Leache´ 2009). However, two430
methods that we used specifically to detect hybrids lacked the power to support this431
hypothesis. These results suggest that the L. fitzingerii species group underwent a rapid432
radiation and that the lack of phylogenetic support is due to hybridization and/or433
insufficient information/variation present in the data to resolve phylogenetic434
relationships. The only clade consistently recovered was that of the southern-most435
species – L. xanthoviridis, L. fitzingerii, and L. camarones.436
4.1 Resolving Rapid Evolutionary Radiations437
Evolutionary radiations generally follow the evolution of morphological novelties438
or the availability of novel ecological niches in a particular environment, and are439
therefore inferred to be adaptive (Schluter 2000). Many radiations from an ancestral440
form are rapid. When this happens, the resulting phylogenetic pattern will approximate441
a “star” phylogeny, characterized by either short or non-existent internal nodes. For442
such radiations, estimating relationships among lineages is difficult at best. Many443
  
simulation studies have shown that dozens or even thousands of loci are needed to444
obtain correct/accurate phylogenetic estimates (e.g. Liu et al. 2009). In this study,445
however, even a dataset of 580 loci cannot provide significant support for interspecific446
relationships in the L. fitzingerii species group.447
One impediment to estimating a resolved phylogeny is homoplasy, which448
obscures the signal of ancient divergences that even model-based approaches fail to449
recover (e.g. Dopazo and Dopazo 2005). Rare genomic changes (RGCs), such as450
insertion-deletion events (particularly in coding regions), can be particularly informative451
for resolving ancient rapid radiations (e.g. Venkatesh et al. 2001; Murphy et al. 2007;452
King and Rokas 2017), but are more difficult to employ with younger radiations where453
these characters have either not evolved, or if they have, have not sorted by species.454
However, some research has shown that ultra-conserved elements are less prone to455
homoplasy than nuclear introns (and mitochondrial DNA; Meiklejohn et al. 2016).456
Homoplasy is not likely to be an issue for generating incongruent phylogenetic signals in457
a young radiation such as the L. fitzingerii group. A second factor responsible for458
failure to recover a well-supported phylogeny is the lack of phylogenetic signal in a459
dataset. Internal nodes exist because of shared nucleotide changes across descendent460
taxa, and in the case of a rapid radiation, little time exists for these stochastically461
evolved characters to sort to species (Rokas and Carroll 2006). Given the paucity of462
these changes, obtaining data from as much of the genome as possible will increase the463
odds of including the few characters that provide phylogenetic resolution.464
It might be argued that using sequence capture datasets composed of465
“ultra-conserved elements” at shallow levels (e.g., population and inter-species studies)466
is ill-advised because these loci were developed to match genomic regions that have467
been conserved across deep evolutionary time (tens to hundreds of millions of years).468
However, some authors (e.g. Harvey et al. 2016) have shown that UCEs are useful in469
population-level studies. In addition, we included 44 loci that were developed for the470
Squamate Assembling the Tree of Life project (Wiens et al. 2012), which had higher471
levels of variation (Supplemental Table S5). The level of genetic variation and472
  
informativeness of our dataset puts this species group in the realm of other study473
systems that did produce resolved phylogenies (Smith et al. 2014). Therefore, the474
incompletely resolved phylogeny of this group probably does not reflect limited genetic475
variation in the data. Nonetheless, an unresolved phylogeny based on a substantial476
dataset provides an important signal of evolutionary history of the focal group (Hoelzer477
and Meinick 1994; Rokas and Carroll 2006).478
4.2 Detecting Hybridization with Sequence Data479
Sequence data can effectively detect hybrids, particularly when viewed in a480
phylogenetic perspective. Based on unpublished morphological and mitochondrial481
analyses, we hypothesized that some individuals in this study were of hybrid origin.482
Because rapid radiations show short internodes, distinguishing between ILS and483
hybridization is difficult (Holder et al. 2001). Alternatively, when parent species are484
well-differentiated and belong to independent clades, the alleles of hybrid individuals485
are readily recovered in the two different clades (e.g. Leache´ and McGuire 2006;486
Alexander et al. 2017). Furthermore, when an entire species/population is of hybrid487
origin, or when hybrid individuals are represented by a single consensus genotype (e.g.,488
not phased alleles), phylogenetic support values will be reduced (due to the ambiguous489
placement of the admixed genotypes/individuals); this fact has been formalized into490
software that detects hybrids (Schneider et al. 2016). The placement of most suspected491
hybrids in the concatenated tree was strong with BS >60. We did not observe492
significant changes in bootstrap values when removing putative hybrid individuals from493
the dataset. In a related context, network approaches such as Phylonet seem promising494
for detecting hybridization events, because the majority of inferred reticulation events495
in the dataset corroborated independent hypotheses based on unpublished496
morphological and mtDNA analyses of hybridization in those individuals.497
Another popular method for estimating gene flow with sequence data is via an498
isolation-migration model such as that implemented in IMa2 (Hey 2010). This method499
requires an input topology of species-level relationships, rendering it difficult to500
  
implement when interspecific relationships are poorly supported, as is the case in the L.501
fitzingerii group. Thus, it was not possible to implement this method to test for gene502
flow with this method, so we sought to identify hybrids via variable sites alone – SNPs.503
The first approach we took calculated genetic distances among individuals based on504
phased SNPs; simulations showed that this approach can detect hybrids even with as505
few as tens of SNPs (Joly et al. 2015). However, these simulations were based on an506
allopolyploidization event between parental species that diverged 30,000 generations in507
the past (τ=0.003). The BP&P results indicate much shallower divergences for species508
in the L. fitzingerii group (τ<<0.001), providing little time for genetic drift or other509
evolutionary processes to generate differences between putative parental species.510
Morphologically, the parental L. martorii and L. melanops species differ in body size by511
∼15-20mm (L. martorii being smaller) as well as dorsal patterning (Abdala 2003).512
Putative L. fitzingerii group hybrids had I values in the 0.4 – 0.5 range (results not513
shown), which fell in the middle of the range of the randomized I distribution. This514
signifies that the genomes of many individuals/species in the L. fitzingerii group are515
equally/distantly divergent from one another, rendering hybrid detection difficult. It is516
possible, though not likely, that the L. fitzingerii group “species” actually represent a517
single, widespread panmictic species with a high level of phylogeographic structuring.518
4.3 Systematics of the Liolaemus fitzingerii Species Group519
The taxonomy of the L. fitzingerii group is particularly complex. Whereas some520
species have been described based on both molecular (generally mtDNA) and521
morphological characters (e.g., L. chehuachekenk, Avila et al. 2008; L. casamiquelai,522
Avila et al. 2010), other species have been described solely based on morphological523
characters (e.g., L. dumerili and L. purul, Abdala et al. 2012a; L. camarones and L.524
shehuen, Abdala et al. 2012b). Some of these characters are related to color patterning525
and melanism, the latter of which was shown to be uninformative for delimiting species526
in this group (Escudero et al. 2012). Relationships inferred from mtDNA and527
morphological characters are in stark contrast to one another (e.g., this study and Avila528
  
et al. 2006; Abdala et al. 2012a and Abdala et al. 2012b). External morphological529
characters such as color and pattern are highly variable within species, and melanism, a530
character used in the diagnosis of many L. fitzingerii group species, varies531
ontogenetically between males and females (Escudero et al. 2016). An in-depth species532
delimitation analysis with finer-scale sampling would be necessary to fully test the533
species-level status of both described and undescribed taxa in the Liolaemus fitzingerii534
group.535
Based on a fossil calibration applied to a combined n- and mtDNA dataset,536
Fontanella et al. (2012) inferred the date of the L. fitzingerii species crown group at537
4.67 million years ago (mya). Based on a molecular clock rate of 1.9355% sequence538
divergence per million years for the cyt B locus that was calculated in Olave et al.539
(2015) (see their Table 2), we estimated an age of 2.55 million years (1.9 – 3.17mya 95%540
HPD) for the L. fitzingerii group (unpublished results). Despite the discrepancy in541
these estimates, both results confirm the young age of the L. fitzingerii group. The542
phylogenetic analyses showed Liolaemus purul as sister to the remaining L. fitzingerii543
group species (Fig. 3). Whether or not this species is a part of the L. fitzingerii group is544
ambiguous, as it could either be the earliest diverging member of the clade, or sister to545
the L. fitzingerii species group. Sampling other outgroup species that are close relatives546
of th L. fitzingerii group should provide more conclusive results in future studies of this547
group. Another consistent relationship inferred was the monophyly of the (L.548
camarones + L. fitzingerii + L. xanthoviridis) clade. These are the three southern-most549
taxa in the group and have low genetic diversity estimates, potentially indicative of550
post-glacial range expansions. This hypothesis is being tested through demographic551
analyses with SNP data (Grummer et al., in prep.).552
A comparable amount of genetic variation seen in the L. fitzingerii species group553
has been found in other Squamate systems characterized by both multiple species with554
clear-cut boundaries as well as systems within which only a single species is recognized.555
For instance, the Uma scoparia and Uma notata complex had an average 11.2556
segregating sites across 14 nuclear loci (Gottscho et al. 2014). Jackson and Austin557
  
(2010) reported a similar diversity with an average of 14.1 parsimony-informative sites558
across seven nuclear loci (after removing the outlier locus “SELT”) in the widespread559
and morphologically conserved eastern North American skink species Scincella lateralis.560
And lastly, more genetic variation exists across the L. fitzingerii species group than561
across 15 other Liolaemus species with the same loci (Panzera et al. 2017). The high562
phenotypic diversity seen in the L. fitzingerii group led to many species being described563
solely on external characteristics with little regard to molecular-based estimates of564
diversity and relationships. The level of molecular diversity we see in the L. fitzingerii565
species group is similar to other lizard species “complexes” where one to a few species566
are recognized. Thus, species in the L. fitzingerii group appear to be “over-split” in567
relation to other similar Squamate systems.568
5.0 Conclusions569
Our phylogenomic analyses support a rapid radiation in the Liolaemus fitzingerii570
species group. The conflicting set of relationships inferred between mt- and nDNA571
datasets, in particular with individuals at clade boundaries, strongly suggests a history572
of hybridization. The Patagonia region of South America that this group inhabits is573
characterized by a complex geologic and climatic history that has created many574
opportunities for range expansions and contractions that would facilitate hybridization575
(Sersic et al. 2011). Few phylogenetic relationships were well-supported, yet this576
information is important for understanding the evolutionary history of the Liolaemus577
fitzingerii species group. In fact, rapid radiations and hard polytomies may be common578
in the subgenus Eulaemus that the L. fitzingerii species group belongs to (Olave et al.579
2015). Our results provide a phylogenetic hypothesis and historical context for580
understanding the evolutionary processes that gave rise to diversity in this species581
group.582
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Figure 1: Sampling map of southern-central Argentina with type localities (stars) labeled
by name for described and undescribed species in the L. fitzingerii species group, and
locations where individuals were sampled (diamonds). Sampling numbers on the map
correspond to the following individuals and their names used throughout this study: 1 -
Liolaemus purul, 2 - Liolaemus sp. 19, 3 - Liolaemus goetschi, 4 - Liolaemus morenoi, 5 -
Liolaemus melanops N1, 6 - Liolaemus dumerili, 7 - Liolaemus martorii N, 8 - Liolaemus
melanops N2, 9 - Liolaemus casamiquelai, 10 - Liolaemus martorii S, 11 - Liolaemus sp.
Cona Niyeu, 12 - Liolaemus melanops C, 13 - Liolaemus chehuachekenk, 14 - Liolaemus
sp. 18, 15 - Liolaemus shehuen, 16 - Liolaemus melanops S1 (pictured, top-right), 17
- Liolaemus melanops S3, 18 - Liolaemus sp. 17, 19 - Liolaemus melanops S2, 20 -
Liolaemus sp. 16, 21 - Liolaemus xanthoviridis E, 22 - Liolaemus canqueli, 23 - Liolae-
mus xanthoviridis W, 24 - Liolaemus camarones, 25 - Liolaemus fitzingerii Isla Leones,
26 - Liolaemus fitzingerii N (pictured, bottom-left), 27 - Liolaemus fitzingerii W, 28 -
Liolaemus fitzingerii S.
  
Figure 2: Sequence length (a) and number of informative sites (b) per nuclear locus
for only ingroup individuals with means depicted with dashed lines. See Supplemental
Figures S1-2 for further sequence statistics.
  
Figure 3: Multi-species coalescent phylogenies estimated with BP&P (G(2, 200) and G(2,
400) for the θ and τ priors, respectively) and SVDquartets (note the change in branch
lengths for the BP&P analysis with smaller mean prior values in Supplemental Figure
S3). Support values are posterior probabilities for the BP&P phylogeny and bootstraps
for the SVDquartets phylogeny. Numbers following taxon names correspond to sample
numbers in Figure 1, colors reflect mitochondrial clade memberships in Fig. 4, and branch
lengths in the BP&P tree are in coalescent units. Tips labeled in red represent putative
hybrid lineages (see Supplemental Figs. S4,5 for analyses without hybrids), and there
are fewer tips than individuals because multiple individuals/alleles are assigned to each
species in these trees.
  
Figure 4: Phylogeny inferred from the mitogenomic dataset along with approximate geo-
graphic distributions of clades. Fraction of the mitogenome sequenced for each individual
is shown in pie charts to the right (black = data present), branch lengths are in number
of expected substitutions per site, and all nodes without support values shown received a
posterior probability of 1.0. Sample numbering corresponds to the names given in Figure
1. Individuals labeled in red are suspected hybrids based on morphology and discordant
placement in the nDNA tree. See Supplemental Figure S7 for the full mitochondrial
genealogy including outgroup data.
  
Figure 5: Phylonet network inferred showing the AIC-preferred five reticulations, with
suspected hybrids in red. Reticulation events and relationships are shown in the larger
network (a) and inferred branch lengths are shown in the (b) inset and represent coalescent
units (number of generations divided by two times the effective population size). Note
the inferred “ghost” lineage sister to L. xanthoviridis that is related to L. fitzingerii and
L. camarones.
  
Table 1: Summary statistics for both nuclear (nDNA) and mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA)
ingroup sequence data used in this study, with nuclear data shown by locus type and in
aggregate. Averages for the nDNA and single values for the mtDNA are listed, whereas
ranges are shown in parentheses. See Supplemental Figures S1,S2 and Supplemental
Tables S3,S5 for further information.
# Sequences Length (bp) # Inform. Sites % Inform. Sites
Squamate TOL 50.4 (38-54) 428 (211-608) 16.78 (5-34) 4.22 (1-14)
UCE 50.99 (34-54) 518 (261-701) 10.82 (0-47) 2.09 (0-8.2)
nDNA Total 50.95 512 11.24 2.24
mtDNA 28 13,323 (6,616-15,370) 2,736 17.7
  
Table 2: Phylonet results and AIC phylogenetic network model selection, with the optimal
network in bold. “BL” stands for number of branch lengths estimated, and k is the number
of parameters used in the AIC calculation.
# Retics. lnL ∆lnL # BLs # Inferred Retics. k AIC ∆AIC
0 -12015285 21 0 21 24030612 18821
1 -12011478 3807 22 1 23 24023002 11211
2 -12008493 2985 22 2 24 24017033 5242
3 -12007447 1046 23 3 26 24014945 3154
4 -12006527 920 22 4 26 24013105 1313
5 -12005865 662 26 5 31 24011791 0
  
  
Research Highlights for Phylogenomic evidence for a recent and rapid radiation in 
lizards of the Patagonian Liolaemus fitzingerii species group 
 
• Sequenced 580 nuclear loci and the mitogenome for 12 lizard species (n=28) 
• Interspecific relationships based on nuclear DNA were weakly supported 
• NDNA and mtDNA phylogenetic relationships were in conflict 
• Formal tests provided ambiguous support for hybridization 
• Species in the Liolaemus fitzingerii group constitute a recent and rapid radiation 
 
